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KSA Spring Events



● Lunar New Year 
○ January 31st
○ 9:00 pm @ Bissinger
○ Volunteers needed!



● Holidays of Love
○ February 21st
○ 9:00 pm @ Babbio Atrium
○ Volunteers Needed!



● K-pop Dance Night
○ Teachers and dance 

suggestions needed



● Running Man 
○ April 4th
○ 1:00 pm @ Walker Lawn



● Family Celebration 
○ April 25th
○ 9PM @ Jacobus



KSA Unity



Unity 2018: “Speak My Language”

● Looking for: actors, dancers, script 
writers, voice actors, props, crew, 
hype ppl, anyone with a pulse



Other 
Announcements



Stevens Events



FAST’s 1st GBM
January 23rd@ 9PM

BC310



SASE’s 1st GBM
January 24rd @ 9PM

BC204





Culture Time! 
TOPIC: PESSION

With Trent and David 



This is it



GENERAL FASHION
● It’s trending to wear neutral colors
● Guys wear makeup too 

○ To boost self-confidence
○ Men are wearing makeup because of the country’s rocky economy and job market.

- Good for interviews 
● Masks 

○ First worn to prevent illnesses and from bad air
○ Avoid communication
○ Mysterious look 
○ They just had no makeup on
○ Hide emotions
○ Others were even convinced that it made their faces look smaller



Men Fashion: Idol Style

Five Tips for Rocking the Idol Style

1. Mismatched outfits. The idol style is about wearing outfits that you wouldn't expect to look good together. Think sports 
jacket with a chiffon skirt. Or, a graphic tee combined with an office blazer. It's pretty unusual, but it works for Korean idols.

2. Color Wheel. The idol style is all about an explosion of color, but not random colors. To stay in style, consult a color 
wheel and match the ones with the same base color. For instance, blue-green and blue-violet look great together since their 
base color is blue.

3. Pop-Art Prints. Wear ensembles with pop-art prints from top to bottom. When it comes to color, the brighter the better!

4. Texture. Most idols have athletic bodies, but that doesn't mean they flaunt it with skin tight leggings and tight crop 
tops all the time. When it comes to idol style, you can get away with looser outfits. Imagine a crop top with ultra wide-leg 
trousers that comes with pop-art prints.

5. Confidence.  If you want to look like your favorite idol, then you have to act like an idol. Don't care about what other 
people think, and just own it.

http://www.rebelsmarket.com/shop/graphic-tee-t-shirts-104




“Casual” does not mean “dress down”

In the world of stylish men, the term “casual” doesn’t mean an absence of 
creativity or style, it means tuning your good taste in clothing to the occasion. 
This means you look damn good, no matter what you’re doing.

1. Keep fittings right
2. Keep it simple and casual BUT ALSO stylish

a. Aka: don’t make it boring, add something small to own that outfit
3. Korean Designer-wear

a. Brands: Blindness, Ordinary People, Heich Es Heich





Female Fashion



  Female Street Fashion 
● What is the new trend and what is socially acceptable
● More conservative  
● Usually follow these rules

○ Elevated Basics
○ Pants that show off shoes
○ Focus on one detail
○ Layering
○ Jackets 
○ Show off your legs



Trends
● Excessive hats
● Colorful and patterned
● Oversized clothes
● Cute (character shirts)
● Wire framed glasses
● Adidas



Traditional



Over the Years

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SWHjWtykns


Pinnacle of Fashion


